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The regional architecture revives accompanied by present globalization. 
A Lot of concepts are full of architectural area just as modern and tradition, 
Ecology architecture, etc. Everybody is trying to search the essence of 
regional architecture from many different points of view, whether regional 
material or culture. In the process of regional architecture practice in our 
country, a lot of modern architecture pursues the renaissance of tradition, 
emblem collage and traditional technology blindly. They did not probe into 
deep-seated general factor which include regional weather, regional 
technology, regional culture and economy. It leads many problems, as 
bring on negative Vernacular Architecture because of pursuing traditional 
technology blindly and pursuing skin-deep form of architecture design. So, 
it is important that deal with the architecture to adapt the development of 
region by appropriate technology which consider about the nature, culture 
and economy. And it is genuine regionalism. 
This thesis, from the view of appropriate technology, based on South 
Fujian regional architecture, by summarizing the research results on 
modern regional architecture and comparing with the advanced examples 
breadthwise, discusses the relationships and the responses from regional 
architecture to appropriate technology. Then it analyses the responses of 
traditional architecture in South Fujian to appropriate technology 
lengthways. After that, the thesis brings forward the mode of regional 
architecture design in South Fujian in the view of appropriate technology, 
base on the theoretical analysis. Furthermore, research the mode and 
conclude the material technique of design. Finally, a conclusion is drawn 
and applied to the practice of individual works. 
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